ALWAYS UNLIMITED

UNLIMITED

WEBDRIVE365 WILL LET YOU STORE AND ACCESS UNLIMITED AMOUNTS OF DATA IN THE CLOUD

Why we still
believe in
unlimited
online backup
In q1/q2 of this year Mozy announced
that they are no longer offering
unlimited online backup, and that
they are downgrading their existing
customers to 50GB and 125GB
accounts when they next renew.
Many of their customers are now
facing bills of hundreds of dollars per
month.
Over the past year or two, we have
seen many competitors making
similar changes – either removing
their unlimited offering or adding
hidden limits and throttling
bandwidth. However WebDrive365
are committed to our truly unlimited
online backup service, and have no
plans to change it.

SELECTIVE BACKUPS DON’T WORK
As soon as you limit the amount that
a user can backup they have to start
making choices about which files to
backup and which files to keep at risk.
They have to remember their choices
in future and be sure to save ---------

Absolute Protection
WebDrive365 believe that online
backup is something that
everyone should use. We think
that keeping your files safely
backed up is as vital as installing
a virus killer – and that the only
way to truly keep your data safe
is to back it up offsite, so that it
can’t be stolen along with your
computer, or damaged in a house
fire. This is a level of protection
that – for the average user – only
online backup provides.

However backup is a topic that
many users are not overly
familiar with, and that many
users are scared to explore. So
when they make that leap to
start backing up their data, we
want to make it as easy as
possible – and that’s where
unlimited comes in.
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AUTOMATED HASSLE-FREE BACKUP
WebDrive365 monitors your files as you
work, and backs them up as it detects
changes to them it’s fully automated.

EASILY RESTORE FILES Download
your files at any time from the web, or
restore large numbers of files using the
powerful WebDrive365 Restore application.

UNLIMITED STORAGE It doesn't matter
how many files you've got on your computer,
or of what type they are - documents, audio,
video, databases, spread sheets - we'll back
them all up!

10 most popular features at glance
Our team has put a lot of effort into
our storage infrastructure. We have
	

Unlimited Storage
made it as safe and robust as it
possibly can be, but we’ve also made
	

Unlimited Users
it scalable and cost effective, so that
our storage can grow with our
	

 Unlimited Bandwidth
customers’ storage. And that’s why
we are proud to stand behind our
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PC or Apple Mac
•••
unlimited online backup service and
--- important documents and
will keep offering it to our
	

iPhone & iPad app
pictures in the right place. And when customers.
their online backup account becomes
	

Android App
The WebDrive365 solution gives you
full they have to worry about
and any of your users access to
overage charges or upgrading their
	

 Access via Blackberry
unlimited backup for all your chosen
account.
data for a low and fixed monthly fee.
	

 Access via any portal
Limiting online backup makes the
WHAT IT DOES
whole operation so much more
	

Instant mirroring
WebDrive365 works in the
complicated – in line with older, less
background as it backs up your
friendly forms of backup like tapes,
	

Cloud data access
chosen data to the cloud. It's very
CDs or hard drives. With unlimited
easy to set up and you can access
online backup, it just works – it
your files from any device with
backs up all of your documents, and
browser access to the internet,
that’s it – you set it up and never
including PCs, Macs, iPhones and
have to worry about it again.
iPads, Blackberry Android and
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STAY UNLIMITED
other mobile devices. There is a
FD Oak International
However it’s important that
specific iPhone/iPad app
Finance
unlimited truly means unlimited.
available for free down load from
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of how this product can
not only
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provide us with backu
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p, but actually
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future proof our techn
ology, access
We’ll back up anything and
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everything you want – because the
we believe in.
grow.
last thing you want when you
restore your files is to find out that
that the one file you really needed is
the one file that wasn’t backed up.
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KEEPS COPIES OF DELETED FILES

UP TO 30 VERSIONS OF ANY FILE

If you delete files on your computer by
mistake, you can easily restore them.

WebDrive365 keeps up to 30 versions of a
file; so that you can revert to a previous
version should you need to do so.

Unlike competing products that remove
deleted files from your backup,
WebDrive365 keeps deleted files for 30 days
so you can easily restore them if you need
to.

Overwritten an important document? Edited
a photo, and wished you hadn't? No problem
- you can go back to a previous version with
just a few clicks!

WEBDRIVE365
If you wish to take up a no obligation, free trial
of WebDrive365 Backup, please email us at:
businesstrial@webdrive365.com

